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Between two _________ is an exhibition in dual sites within Auckland city: St 
Paul ST Gallery Three and Silo 6, Silo Park, Wynyard Quarter. The exhibition 
performs a spatial practice across performance and installation approaches 
conceived as site-writings. Site-writings pertain specifically to modes of  revealing 
existential belonging expressed through everyday connection to urban ruins. 
More than architectural figures, ruins reveal an expansive site inseparable to 
human mood, material histories, concepts and ideologies. Between two_______ 
focuses its ruinous site-writings on processes of  mourning for silent expression 
in ‘dialogue’ between these two sites. Ineffable translations invite moments of  
‘temporary sanctuary’ for viewers, through expressions of  temporal and spatial 
difference rendered by repetitions, extended durations and urban genealogies of  
dwelling.

Mourning reveals (its) truth as fragmentary, fleeting and transitory through 
movements of  withdraw as un-concealing. There is a homophonic ineffability 
sounding ‘sites’—offering nuanced readings within the gift of  language: Sight and 
cite reveal mourning stones or songs siting material signifiers for remembering those 
who have come before us—we sight or remember them through these mourning-
stones and hear them call to us (in their mourning-songs), citing us in their names, 
places, histories and concepts. We sight, site and cite their calls into futures as we 
carry (them) on. In the aims of  this exhibition (and its underlying PhD research) 
mourning reveals something life affirming—expanding our concepts of  time, 
space and history—in dwelling with (human and non-human) others.
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01. The weight of  us
 dry ice, etched concrete 

02. Call of  ashes
 cement

03. Entry-upon-entry
 moving image (swim 1, 4, 5, 8)

04. Still moving, together
 timber, weights

05. Nothing holds us (shrouded)
 steel chair, fabric

06. Reflecting rooms
 water, concrete blocks, light

07. Holding
 performance (11am, 1pm daily)

Silo 6
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Gallery 3

08. Call of  ashes
 cement

09. Nothing holds us (unshrouded)
 steel chair

10. Tempore lunae
 hand cast moons

11. Time calls 
 rimu shelf, time cards (endless supply)

12. Entry-upon-entry
 moving image (swim 3, 7)

13. Still Morning
 badge, as worn

09
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11

12 

Line of bulkhead over

13

08



My body invites slowing, slowing ‘me’ down________slow, down, 
slow down…I walk listening to calls of  water, my body becoming ear 

connecting water bodies; sounding cold, enveloping my body’s heat into 
urban streets and harbour waters—de-distancing calls this embodiment. 

—Hot feet carry toward spectres of  cooling waters; lifting, bracing, 
surrounding…Spectres’ watery return, figuring silences and I hear a 

mourning-song, fluid, seeping, returning wash over feet: There (swimming) 
and here (walking), hearing others enter this mourning call. How can 
one speak of  this return? Ineffably, perhaps, threatening and without 

expecting, together mourning speaks its im/possible saying—Enter: Water 
above and water below … I’m a haunted sound of  water walking—this 
embodied expression lingers between________ waters: raindrops invite 

my face, hands, siting us, sojourning with ground under this day—Feet 
weighing in its long walk, swimming in an everyday ocean of  mourning 

… the fullness of  feet meet earth counter-posing water’s buoyancy, 
measuring each other in their material estrangement—Double entendre: 

This time, accompanied in water—entering, instead, a community of  
other swimmers—entry upon entry—Of  course, I  have not been entirely 
alone for months, intimately between—they —Em-body; a child holds 

me, sharing waters—fuller than ever—before. Entry upon entry: horizons 
submerged within harbour waters. We call to a distance above water’s 

horizon line—Hot urgency, long steady-strides, with-moons, burning skin, 
light feet, fugue states, nothing touches, nothing entering, fields of  essential 

solitude—A wind so strong forces back my body toward the direction of  
water. Rain collects in corners of  my eyes like tears—A man without sight 

sings a new dawn, a new day, a new life, for me…to you …

  1  Roland Barthes, Mourning Diary, trans. Richard Howard, Translation, Annotated 
edition (New York: Hill and Wang, 2012), 125.
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Mourning’s 
truth—as Aletheia—
reveals that human 
existence resides 
allegorically and 
materially within 
the ruins of  our 
dwelling. Dwelling 
here performs itself  
as a material site as 
well as a spatial and 
temporal existential 
phenomenon 
nuanced by 
positions of  mood 
or emotions, 
materiality, 
concepts and 
ideologies.
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